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Males in many animal species differ greatly from females in morphology,
physiology and behaviour. Ants, bees and wasps have a haplodiploid mechanism of sex determination whereby unfertilized eggs become males while
fertilized eggs become females. However, many species also have a low frequency of diploid males, which are thought to develop from diploid eggs
when individuals are homozygous at one or more sex determination loci.
Diploid males are morphologically similar to haploids, though often larger
and typically sterile. To determine how ploidy level and sex-locus genotype
affect gene expression during development, we compared expression patterns
between diploid males, haploid males and females (queens) at three developmental timepoints in Solenopsis invicta. In pupae, gene expression profiles of
diploid males were very different from those of haploid males but nearly identical to those of queens. An unexpected shift in expression patterns emerged
soon after adult eclosion, with diploid male patterns diverging from those of
queens to resemble those of haploid males, a pattern retained in older
adults. The finding that ploidy level effects on early gene expression override
sex effects (including genes implicated in sperm production and pheromone
production/perception) may explain diploid male sterility and lack of
worker discrimination against them during development.

1. Introduction
Most sexual organisms have two sexes that can differ greatly in morphology,
physiology and behaviour. Sex determination is genetic in many species, and
there is great variability in the mechanisms involved [1]. In approximatively
20% of extant animal species sex is determined by the ploidy level of individuals [2]. Under haplodiploidy, unfertilized eggs develop into males, whereas
fertilized eggs develop into females. In the honeybee and many other Hymenoptera, sex is determined by the genotype at a single complementary
sex-determination (CSD) locus [3,4]. Individuals that are haploid (hemizygous
at the CSD (sex) locus) develop into males, whereas diploid individuals heterozygous at the locus develop into females. Remarkably, individuals that are
diploid but homozygous at the CSD locus develop into diploid males. Diploid
males have been reported in diverse hymenopteran species, although their
frequency generally is low.
While Hymenoptera typically are characterized by pronounced morphological and/or physiological differences between males and females, haploid and
diploid males generally are very similar in phenotype, with two notable exceptions. First, in all but one studied species [5], diploid males are inviable or
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Additional details and complete methods are in the electronic
supplementary material.

(a) Sample collection
Polygyne (multiple-queen) colonies of S. invicta were collected
from Athens, Georgia, USA in spring 2009 and reared under standard conditions [27] in Lausanne, Switzerland for two to three
months. Social form of each colony was inferred from the presence
of multiple inseminated queens in a colony and confirmed by the
presence/absence of the Gp-9b allele in workers using a PCR-RFLP
assay [28] (colonies with workers bearing the Gp-9b allele invariably are polygyne). Based on previous analyses [29], 15–20% of
the polygyne queens in our study population mate with a male
sharing one of her alleles at the CSD locus. Therefore, in order to

(b) RNA extraction and cDNA hybridization
RNA samples were extracted from all individuals, except the adult
males, using the Qiagen RNeasy kit with slight modification. For
adult males, a modified Trizol protocol was used. mRNA was
amplified approximately 10–100-fold and hybridized to our
cDNA microarrays as described in [32].

(c) Microarray analysis
All samples were compared to a common reference [32] and hybridized on the same batch of microarray slides. Microarray slides
were scanned using an Agilent Microarray Scanner and data
were analysed using the limma package in R [33]. For statistical
analyses, we compared only individuals of the same age-class.
We applied empirical Bayes statistics to estimate moderated
t-statistics for specific pairwise comparisons, adopting a false
positive discovery rate of 1% for all F-tests and each pairwise
t-test. We used statistical cutoff rather than an absolute cutoff
because small changes could well be significant and important.
We performed hierarchical clustering analysis in MeV v. 4.6 [34].
Because most clones of the same gene showed similar
expression values (electronic supplementary material, table S3), a
given gene was considered as differentially expressed if at least
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2. Material and methods

obtain enough families with both haploid and diploid sons as
well as queen daughters, we established approximately 80
colony fragments containing a single mated queen. These fragments were reared in the laboratory for four to eight months
before sampling haploid males, diploid males and queens.
Queens were chosen as the exemplar category of females because
they represent the reproductive caste of this sex, in parallel with
males (worker fire ants are sterile females with highly reduced
morphological phenotypes, including the absence of gonads,
genitalic structures and wings).
We collected two individuals of each category at each of three
developmental timepoints (young pupa, 1-day-old adult and
11-day-old adult) from each of five fragments that were derived
from different source colonies and that were producing at least
10 individuals, yielding a total of 90 sampled individuals. The
two individuals of each category from each colony fragment had
different Gp-9 genotypes (Gp-9BB or Gp-9Bb for diploid males and
females; Gp-9B or Gp-9b for haploid males). Because Gp-9 is a
marker of a supergene containing many hundreds of genes in
this species [30], individuals with different Gp-9 genotypes potentially could display different gene expression profiles. Examination
of the potential effects of Gp-9 genotype on gene expression profiles in males (only male slides analysed) revealed only few
differentially expressed genes (electronic supplementary material,
table S1), while broader analysis of all categories of individuals
revealed no overall effects of Gp-9 genotype on gene expression
profiles (electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Thus, the
Gp-9 genotypes of our samples are not considered further here.
Pupae were collected while entirely white, meaning they had
pupated less than 2 days previously. To obtain male and queen
adults of known age, we monitored darkly pigmented sexual
pupae until they eclosed then immediately transferred them to
separate colony fragments with 100–300 workers for 1 day or
11 days before collecting them. Because each individual used for
each unique category/Gp-9-genotype/timepoint combination
originated from a separate source colony, it represents a genuine
biological replicate. Each sampled individual (90 total) was
immediately placed in liquid nitrogen before being stored at
–808C. Prior to RNA extraction, the ploidy of all males was determined by determining whether individuals were heterozygous at
Gp-9 or any of six polymorphic microsatellites (Sol-11, Sol-20,
Sol-36, Sol-42, Sol-49, Sol-55, [31]). Based on the allele frequencies
at these loci in USA populations, the probability of diploid males
being homozygous at all loci was less than 0.1%.
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sterile [6–9], the latter associated with underdeveloped testes
and/or production of diploid sperm [10–15]. Second, studies
in ants showed that diploid males are usually larger than
their normal haploid counterparts [8,16]. This difference is
interesting because ploidy level has been shown to influence
cell size and cell proliferation rate in various yeast, plants
and animals. Moreover, ploidy level is associated with gene
dosage regulation and endopolyploidization that would presumably affect gene expression in many tissues and thus
influence overall developmental trajectories [17–22].
Studies in species possessing sex chromosomes have
revealed that differences between males and females in size,
morphological features and a host of other phenotypic attributes arise mainly because of differences in gene expression
profiles between the sexes [23]. The aim of this study was
to determine the relative roles of ploidy level and genotype
at the sex locus on gene expression patterns associated with
sexual development. We used the fire ant Solenopsis invicta
as a model species because introduced populations experienced an important bottleneck resulting in a loss of genetic
diversity at the sex locus and, consequently, the production
of a high proportion of diploid males [8,24]. Diploid males
are morphologically similar to but larger than haploid
males in this species. Most important, the vast majority of
such diploid males lack testes and thus are completely aspermic [14]. Because spermatogenesis occurs exclusively during
the pupal stage in ants [25], we compared transcriptomes by
using cDNA microarrays [26] of haploid and diploid males in
young pupae, 1-day-old adults, and 11-day-old adults. For
each of these three key developmental timepoints, we also
surveyed diploid queen transcriptomes as a reference to
quantify the relative influence of ploidy level and sex on
gene expression patterns associated with sexual development
(we did not consider workers because they are completely
sterile and have highly derived phenotypes). These comparisons are important for understanding the developmental
mechanisms underlying the unique morphological and physiological attributes of diploid males, and may shed light on
the natural history of diploid male production in colonies
of these ants. Finally, because S. invicta workers fail to
discriminate against diploid males during rearing despite
the large fitness costs to producing such males [24], we compared pupal patterns of expression of genes likely involved
in pheromone production/perception to assess whether the
workers’ failure to eliminate diploid males might be due to
these males being chemically indistinguishable from queens.
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Because fire ant gene annotations are incomplete, we reevaluated
GO annotations for all cDNA sequences present on the microarray using BLAST2GO [35]. In addition, we manually curated
gene categories associated with spermatogenesis and pheromone
production or perception. Enrichment analyses were done using
the TOPGO software [36].

(e) Real-time quantitative reverse transcription PCR
Expression differences for Exons 4, 5, 6 and 7, as well as the exon
splice junction between Exons 4 and 6, of the doublesex (dsx) gene
and three control genes (GAPDH, RpL37 and RpS9) for 64 samples
were assayed using quantitative reverse transcription PCR (qRTPCR). qRT-PCR reactions were performed as described in [37].
Statistical analyses (ANOVA) of relative gene expression levels
and production of box and whisker plots were performed in R [33].

3. Results
(a) Ploidy level strongly affects gene expression levels
in pupae
The microarray analyses revealed that ploidy level had a much
greater effect than sex on levels of gene expression in pupae
(figure 1). While only 57 genes were differentially expressed
between diploid males and (diploid) queens, 3048 genes were
differentially expressed between diploid and haploid males.
Similarly, 2955 genes were differentially expressed between
haploid males and queens, which differ in both ploidy and
sex phenotype. Moreover, there was extensive overlap between
the genes differentially expressed between queens and haploid
males and those differentially expressed between diploid and
haploid males, with 86.5% of the genes differentially expressed
between the former also differentially expressed between the
latter (figure 2). The great similarity in expression profiles
between pupal queens and diploid males was also revealed
by a hierarchical clustering analysis, which yielded two fundamental clusters; all queen and diploid male pupae grouped
in one cluster, whereas all haploid male pupae were relegated to a separate cluster (figure 3). This grouping pattern
was robust to simultaneous clustering of all samples at all
timepoints (electronic supplementary material, figure S2).
Enrichment analyses of pupal gene expression revealed
that no gene ontology (GO) categories were overrepresented
among those few genes that displayed differential expression
between diploid males and queens (electronic supplementary
material, table S5). For the many genes differentially expressed between diploid and haploid male pupae, GO categories
related to ribosomes, translation and protein folding were overrepresented (electronic supplementary material, table S5). The

no. differentially expressed genes
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haploid males versus queens
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Figure 1. Effects of ploidy level and sex on differential gene expression at
three developmental timepoints in S. invicta.
same was true for the plethora of genes differentially expressed
between haploid male and queen pupae (electronic supplementary material, table S5), consistent with the substantial
overlap in identity of pupal genes differentially expressed
between haploid males and queens and between haploid and
diploid males.

(b) Sex strongly affects gene expression levels in adults
The relative importance of ploidy level and sex on levels of
gene expression changed drastically after adult eclosion. In
1-day-old adults, only 358 genes were differentially expressed
between the two types of males, while 2413 and 2482 genes
became differentially expressed between queens and diploid
or haploid males, respectively (figure 1). About 72% of all
genes surveyed were differentially expressed between
queens and the males of both ploidy levels (figure 2), that
is, are evidently sex-specific in their expression at this age.
The reversal in relative importance of ploidy level and sex
in influencing levels of gene expression was even more dramatic at 11 days after eclosion. Not a single gene was
differentially expressed between haploid and diploid males,
whereas 2257 and 2159 genes were differentially expressed
between queens and diploid or haploid males, respectively.
About 82% of all genes evidently are sex-specific in their
expression at this age (figure 2).
The high similarity in transcriptional profiles between adult
diploid and haploid males was also reflected in the clustering
analysis. Diploid males invariably clustered with haploid
males rather than with queens both at 1 day and at 11 days of
age (figure 3; electronic supplementary material, figure S2).
Consistent with the high similarity in transcriptome profiles between diploid and haploid adult males, GO terms
analysis revealed no overrepresentation of particular gene categories among genes differentially expressed between the two
types of 1-day-old adult males (no genes were differentially
expressed between the two types of older males; figures 1
and 2). Similarly, no GO category was overrepresented for
genes upregulated in queens compared to the two types of
males at either timepoint in the adult stage, although several
categories involved in translation and metabolic activity were
overrepresented among genes downregulated in queens
(electronic supplementary material table S5).
There were only seven genes (dsx, haemolymph lipopolysaccharide-binding protein, and five genes with unknown function)
that exhibited sex-biased expression at all three timepoints
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(d) Gene annotation and enrichment test

4000
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one clone corresponding to it was differentially expressed. The
data for all clones are presented in the electronic supplementary
material, table S2.
We defined ploidy-specific genes as genes that were significantly differentially expressed between diploid males and haploid
males as well as between queens and haploid males (i.e. genes
that were upregulated in haploid males compared to both diploid
males and queens or genes that were downregulated in haploid
males compared to both diploid males and queens). Likewise,
sex-specific genes were defined as genes upregulated in queens compared to both diploid and haploid males, or downregulated in
queens compared to both diploid and haploid males.
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Figure 2. Venn diagram with the number of genes differentially expressed between S. invicta individuals of three categories at three developmental timepoints.
Dash-outlined intersection areas show the numbers of genes that may be ploidy-specific or sex-specific in their expression and the percentages of total genes on the
array that they represent.
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Figure 3. Results of hierarchical clustering analysis of gene expression profiles at three developmental timepoints in S. invicta. Individual queens ( pink circles),
diploid males (orange squares), and haploid males (blue squares) are clustered on the basis of similarity of their profiles (expression values were compared to a
common reference) at each timepoint. Each row in the heat map represents a gene and each column represents an individual sample. Colours in the heat maps
represent relative levels of expression: blue, highly expressed; yellow, lowly expressed; grey, NA (data not available). Numbers are log2-transformed relative
expression levels. Note: gene sets differ across the timepoints (see figure 1).

(table 1). RNAseq data (O. Riba-Grognuz, J. Romiguier, Y.
Wurm, M. Nipitwattanaphon, L. Keller, 2014, unpublished
data) have shown that the fire ant dsx gene is alternatively
spliced in a sex-specific manner by omitting the 5th exon from
the pre-mRNA of males while omitting the 6th and 7th exons
from that of females (electronic supplementary material, figure
S3a and table S6). Consistent with this, our microarray data
revealed that one of the two dsx cDNA spots (SiJWC04BBN),
which corresponds to the 5th exon sequence, was always

comparatively abundant in queens at all developmental timepoints (more than eightfold higher than in males), while the
other spot (SiJWD09BCV), which corresponds to the 7th exon
sequence, was always comparatively abundant in both diploid
and haploid males at all timepoints (more than sixfold higher
than in queens; table 1; electronic supplementary material,
figure S4). Quantitative RT-PCR confirmed that expression of
the 6th and 7th exons, as well as of the direct Exon 4-to-Exon
6 splice junction, was significantly higher in males than in
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Table 1. Genes consistently differentially expressed between S. invicta males and queens at three developmental timepoints. dM, diploid male; hM, haploid
male; Qn, queen.

pupae

11-day-old adults

dM/Qn

dM/Qn

gene ID

description

highly
expressed in

SI.MKN.02608

doublesex (SiJWC04BBN)

queens

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

SI.MKN.02608
SI.MKN.01797

doublesex (SiJWD09BCV)
haemolymph lipopolysaccharide-

males
queens

10.2
0.5

6.2
0.3

12.3
0.4

9.7
0.5

16.1
0.3

23.3
0.4

SI.MKN.00692

binding protein
hypothetical protein

queens

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

SI.MKN.00233

SINV_15037
unknown

queens

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.3

0.3

0.5

SI.MKN.01413

unknown

queens

0.0

0.0

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.4

SI.MKN.90351
SI.MKN.90420

unknown
unknown

queens
queens

0.6
0.7

0.4
0.4

0.8
0.5

0.7
0.6

0.6
0.5

0.7
0.7

dM/Qn

hM/Qn

hM/Qn

hM/Qn

Expression ratio for the ﬁrst category relative to the second category.

queens at all developmental timepoints (electronic supplementary material, figure S3b-d, ANOVA, all p , 0.01), whereas the
opposite pattern was found for the 5th exon (electronic
supplementary material, figure S3e, ANOVA, p , 0.01). The
4th exon, which should be expressed in both sexes, was slightly
more highly expressed in males than in queens (electronic
supplementary material, figure S3f).

(c) Misexpression of genes implicated in sperm
production and in pheromone production/
perception in diploid male pupae
All 12 genes implicated in sperm production were differentially
expressed between the three types of pupae (electronic supplementary material, figure S5 and table S7). The level of
expression was higher in haploid males compared with both
diploid males and queens. The pattern of expression of these
genes was actually very similar between diploid males and
queens, supporting the idea that their underexpression
during the pupal stage may be responsible for the aspermic
condition of diploid male fire ants.
To assess whether the failure of worker fire ants to eliminate diploid males might be due to these males being chemically
indistinguishable from queens, we compared patterns of
expression in pupae of genes probably involved in pheromone
production/perception. Of the 154 such genes on our microarray, 66 (42.6%) were differentially expressed among the three
types of pupae. Of these, 49 (74.2%) showed a consistent pattern of expression associated with just ploidy level (i.e.
haploid males differed significantly from both queens and
diploid males; electronic supplementary material, figure S6
and table S8), two were associated with both ploidy level and
sex (i.e. each type of pupa differed from both other types)
and none was associated with just sex. Misexpression in
diploid male pupae of the 49 genes with ploidy-specific
expression conceivably plays a role in workers’ inability to systematically discriminate against diploid males during their

rearing, assuming these genes are involved in normal chemical
signalling of brood sex.

4. Discussion
This study compared gene expression levels of diploid males,
haploid males and queens of the fire ant S. invicta at three
developmental timepoints in order to discern the relative
importance of ploidy level and sex in determining transcription profiles. In a previous study, Ometto et al. [32] also
compared gene expression between S. invicta males and
queens at the pupal and adult stages. There was a good
agreement between the two studies, with most of the gene
differently expressed in Ometto et al. [32] being also differently expressed in this study (electronic supplementary
material, figure S7). However, because Ometto et al. did not
analyse diploid males and only considered adults at one
timepoint, they were not able to disentangle the roles of
ploidy level and sex on gene expression and development.
Our results revealed strong and consistent associations of
both ploidy level and sex on patterns of gene expression.
Most strikingly, there was a strong and unexpected shift in
the relative contributions of these two factors between the
pupal and adult stages. In the pupal stage, most of the observed
differences in transcriptome profiles among the three categories
of individuals were associated with ploidy level, whereas in
adults, sex was the most important factor associated with
gene expression levels.
The large number of genes differentially expressed according to ploidy level in pupae is somewhat surprising because
studies in plants and yeast have found that expression levels
of only relatively few genes are affected by ploidy level
(approx. 10% of the potato genome [38], only 17 genes in
yeast [39]). The large number of genes differentially expressed
between haploid and diploid pupae in fire ants may be due in
some measure to differences in the numbers and types of tissues assayed in haploids versus diploids [38]. We used whole
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types. In this respect, it is important to note that diploid male
fire ants almost invariably fail to develop testicular lobes [12]
and are aspermic [14]. It is thus notable that all 12 genes identified as involved in sperm production were more highly
expressed in haploid than diploid males, and that the patterns
of low expression were similar between diploid male and
queen pupae, both of which have undifferentiated and undeveloped gonads. Importantly, none of these 12 genes was still
differentially expressed between the two types of males once
the adults reached 11 days of age, probably reflecting the fact
that the testes of haploid males have degenerated by this age
[44]. Moreover, the presence of sperm in the vas deferens of
haploid males [12] may have very limited effects on overall patterns of gene expression in the two types of males, because
there seems to be minimal gene expression in sperm [45].
The close resemblance of diploid male expression patterns
to those of queens early in the pupal stage is of further significance with respect to discrimination behaviour and the effects
of loss of allelic variability at the CSD locus in invasive populations of S. invicta. Matings that give rise to diploid male
offspring are far more common in the invasive than native
populations owing to the loss of CSD alleles associated
with founding of the USA populations [29]. In the monogyne
(single-queen) social form, colonies initiated independently
by queens that produce diploid males are doomed to failure
because of the substantial investment in such males at an
inappropriate phase of the colony cycle [24]. In the polygyne
(multiple-queen) form in the invasive range, colonies invest
heavily in such males throughout the favourable season, presumably at the expense of investment in fertile sexuals, with
diploid males comprising 73 –100% of the total number of
males produced [29]. The enormous fitness costs in both
forms of investing in these sterile males, which also do not
contribute labour to the colony, is manifested because
queens and workers evidently fail to recognize them and to
terminate rearing early (as is done by worker honeybees
[7]). The chemical signals produced by diploid male fire ant
brood, via which worker discrimination among brood for termination or completion of rearing presumably is mediated,
apparently are not sufficiently distinct from those of queens
(or of workers) to provide a useful discrimination signal.
In this respect, we note that almost 50 genes implicated in
pheromone production/perception showed expression patterns associated only with ploidy level in the pupal stage,
but not a single such gene showed an expression pattern
associated only with sex. Thus, the similar expression of chemosensory-related genes in diploid male and queen pupae
may translate to similar pheromonal profiles that restrain
worker discrimination against such males.
Among the very few genes found to exhibit sex-biased
expression differences in diploid pupae (38 genes, 0.6% of total
genes on the array) is dsx (table 1). The orthologue of this gene
in Drosophila mediates sexual differentiation by affecting both
downstream genes that control sex-specific morphological differentiation [46] and other genes with sex-specific expression.
Similar to honeybees [47], the fire ant dsx gene is alternatively
spliced by omitting the 5th exon from the pre-mRNA of males
while omitting the last two (6th and 7th) exons in females (electronic supplementary material, figure S3a). Importantly, the dsx
mRNA including the 5th exon transcript is always more abundant in fire ant queens at all developmental timepoints, while
the alternatively spliced mRNA with the 6th and 7th exon transcript is always more abundant in males (both diploid and
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bodies and thus simultaneously assayed many tissue types that
may differ in their extent of development between individuals
of different ploidy levels, thus magnifying any tissue-specific
expression differences. Two recent studies [21,22] comparing
whole-body haploid and diploid males in the stingless bee
Melipona quadrifasciata identified fewer than 100 differentially
expressed genes, but this low number may be due primarily
to the small number of genes examined compared to our
study. Although ploidy is associated with cell size in other
organisms, such an association is not known in ants, except
for sperm cells of Lasius sakagamii [16]. It is possible that the
ploidy effects found in this study are associated with the
level of endopolyploidization of internal organs, which is generally higher in haploid males than diploid individuals
(reproductive females and workers) in ants [20] or with epigenetic effects [40,41] associated with dosage compensation of
the genome [42]. The potential role of such effects in diploid
males, especially in the larval and early pupal stages, is
worthy of additional investigation in fire ants.
Four lines of evidence indicate that the apparent similarity in gene expression profiles between diploid males
and queens early in the pupal stage was not due to misidentification of either queens or diploid males or to mislabelling of either RNA or hybridization samples. First, fire ant
male and queen pupae clearly are morphologically distinguishable. Second, the five source colonies for diploid
males all produced large numbers of diploid males (more
than 100) but no daughter queens, making it highly unlikely
that any queens were among the 10 samples assigned as
diploid males (assuming even a 1% rate of queen production
and random sampling, the binomial probability of sampling
more than one queen in 10 samples is less than 0.5%).
Third, the microarray hybridization pattern at the spots corresponding to the male- and female-specific dsx splice forms
matched the presumed sex for all 29 pupae (nine haploid
males, 10 diploid males and 10 queens) as well as all adults analysed (electronic supplementary material figure S4). Finally,
qRT-PCR testing of dsx expression on 36 of the original mRNA
samples used in the microarray hybridizations (13 of which
were pupae) revealed that the pattern of sex-specific alternative
splicing for dsx always matched the presumed sexual identity of
individuals (electronic supplementary material, figure S3).
Our finding that gene expression patterns in the pupal
stage are more similar between diploid males and queens
than between diploid and haploid males, while unexpected,
may be at least partly explained as follows. The 1–2-day-old
pupae that we sampled already have clearly distinguishable,
sex-specific external morphologies, yet because the sex-specific
differences in many common external features (e.g. heads and
eyes) are only in degree (size and shape), they may arise as a
result of rather limited changes in expression profiles among
the large suite of genes surveyed in our whole-body assays.
By contrast, internal organs, including those of the reproductive system, are still largely immature and undeveloped at
this early timepoint. In addition, genes controlling differences
between the sexes, e.g. dsx, are often only expressed in a few tissues (i.e. sex-specific cells), and thus the expression profiles of
most tissues could be predominantly affected by ploidy
rather than sex [43]. In ants, the testes develop and sperm are
produced throughout the course of the pupal stage. Thus,
part of the difference in gene expression between young haploid and diploid male pupae could reflect differences in the
pattern or timing of sexual maturation between these two
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